NATIVE AMERICAN

GUIDES
The annual register of Indian affairs : in the Western (or Indian) Territory, 1835-1838, by Isaac McCoy, M976.65 M137a

Black Indian genealogy research, by Angela Y. Walton-Raji, M 929.108996 W179b

How to research American Indian blood lines : a manual on Indian genealogical research, by Cecelia Svinth Carpenter, Geneal. R 929.1072 C225h

How to trace your native American heritage, by Chip Richie, Michigan DVD 929.108997 How


Our Native Americans and their records of genealogical value, by E. Kay Kirkham, Geneal. R 929.373 K635o


Native American wills and probate records, 1911-1921 : including 76 never before published wills, by Jeff Bowen, Geneal. R 929.308997 B675n

Researching and writing tribal histories, by Duane Kendall Hale, Geneal. R 970.1072 H131r


Who's looking for whom in Native American ancestry, by Laurie Beth Duffy, Geneal. R 929.108997 W62 v. 1 & 2

NATIVE AMERICANS IN MICHIGAN
History of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan; a grammar of their language, and personal and family history of the author, by Andrew J. Blackbird, late U.S. Interpreter, by Andrew J. Blackbird, M 970.3 B56

Index of Native American vital records: births, deaths, marriage..., by Ruth Ann Fradenburg-Kelley, Geneal. R 929.377459 F841i

Indian family history (1868), by Philip Gruett, Geneal. R. 929.377451 G922i

Michigan Indians in the Civil War: members of Company K, 1st Michigan Sharpshooters, by Victoria Wilson, M 973.7474 W698m

Native American research in Michigan: a genealogical guide, by Victoria Wilson, Geneal. R 929.108997 W698n

Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan, 1855-1868 : including some Swan Creek and Black River of the Sac & Fox Agency for the years 1857, 1858 and 1865, by Raymond C. Lantz, M970.474 L296ot

Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan, 1870-1909, by Raymond C. Lantz, M970.474 L29o

People of the three fires : the Ottawa, Potawatomi and Ojibway of Michigan, by James A. Clifton, George L. Cornell, James M. McClurken., M 970.474 C613p
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The Potawatomi Indians of Michigan, 1843-1904: including some Ottawa and Chippewa, 1843-1866 and Potawatomi of Indiana, 1869 and 1885, by Raymond C. Lantz, M970.474 L296p 3/93

EAST COAST

Indian deeds: land transactions in Plymouth Colony, 1620-1691, by Jeremy Dupertuis Bangs, Geneal. R 929.3744 B225i

Indians from New York in Ontario and Quebec: a genealogy reference, volume two, by Toni Jollay Prevost, Geneal. R 929.37 P929i v. 2

Indians from New York in Wisconsin and elsewhere: a genealogy reference, volume one, by Toni Jollay Prevost, Geneal. R. 929.37 P929i v. 1


FIVE CIVILIZED TRIBES
Applications for enrollment of Creek newborn, Act of 1905, by Jeff Bowen, Geneal. R 929.3 Ap58

The Dawes Commission and the allotment of the Five Civilized Tribes, by Kent Carter, Geneal. R 976.604 C245d

Tracing ancestors among the Five Civilized Tribes: Southeastern Indians prior to removal, by Rachel Mills Lennon, Geneal. R. 929.1 L548t

CHEROKEE
Cherokee connections: an introduction to genealogical sources pertaining to Cherokee ancestors, by Myra Vanderpool Gormley, Geneal. R. 929.10899755 G68c

Cherokee roots. Volume 1, Members of the Cherokee tribe residing east of the Mississippi River during the period 1817-1924, by Bob Blankenship, Geneal. R 312.0973 B611ce 1992 : 8/95

Cherokee roots. Volume 2, A listing of the members of the Cherokee tribe residing West of the Mississippi River, by Bob Blakenship, Geneal. R. 312.0973 B611 cw 1992: 8/95

Dawes Roll “plus” of Cherokee Nation “1898”, by Bob Blankenship, Geneal. R. 312.0973 B611d : 9/96

Eastern Cherokee by blood, 1906-1910, by Jeff Bowen and Guion Miller, Geneal. R. 929.308997 B675e vol. 1-10

MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS
Grand Rapids Inter-Tribal Council Indian History Project Records Collection (#50)

Grand Rapids Public Library Native American Photo Collection (#68)

Massey Family Photo Collection (#71)


VERTICAL FILE HOLDINGS
Bajema Clipping Files – Native Americans, 1833-1936
Native Americans in the Grand Rapids Area
Native Americans – Kent County
Native Americans – Michigan
Native Americans – Potawatomi
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